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Exponentiation problem in the construction of an effective
low-momentum Hamiitonian for bosons
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Abstract. The problem of exponentiation of connected-graph contributions C, when one
carries out only a partial trace of the density matrix of an assembly of bosons in order to
construct an effective, low-momentum Hamiltonlan, is examined. It is found that besides
accounting for the exponentiation of connected graphs, disconnected graphs contribute certain
terms D to connected-graph contributions. The D-terms diminish as the number of iterations
increases in the Singh's renormalization-group theory for the present system. Therefore, these
terms play no role in determining critical behaviour of the system.
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1. Introduction

A renormalization-group (RO)theoretic study of critical and multicriticai behaviour of a
system described by a suitable Hamiltonian H0 requires constructing an effective
Hamiltonian He involving small-momentum fields eliminating those corresponding to
large momenta in H0 (see e.g. Wilson 1971; Riedel and Wegner 1972; Wilson and Kogut
1974). Whether the field is classical or quantum mechanical, to obtain He by using
diagrammatic perturbation theory one has to perform a partial trace on the density
matrix to integrate out large momentum modes and show that contributions of
connected graphs get exponentiated by disconnected graph contributions. While for the
classical case Wilson and Kogut (1974) have stated that it is straightforward, though
cumbersome, to prove the exponentiation of connected graphs, proving the same for a
quantum system can be difficult on account of the fact that contributions of connected
and disconnected graphs contain time-ordered products (T-products) of uncontracted
small-momentum operators and a T-product, in general, cannot be factorized into two
or more than two T-products. The aim of the present work is to examine the problem of
exponentiation for a quantum system, viz an assembly of weakly interacting bosons, by
carrying out only a partial trace of the density matrix.
Several years ago, Singh (1975, 1976, 1978) had shown how critical behaviour in a
pure Bose system may be studied by performing RC,-transformations directly on a
quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian. Following Singh's approach Olinto (1985) has
recently discussed crossover in interacting systems. For a dilute, weakly interacting
Bose-gas at low-temperature, the crossover from critical behaviour to ideal gas
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behaviour had been examined earlier by Rasolt et al (1984). In the works of Singh and
Olinto, while the calculations were made to second order in interactions, the problem,
whether higher-order disconnected graphs would lead to exponentiation of contributions of second-order connected graphs, was not examined. As the validity of the RG
approach presented in these studies rests upon proving the exponentiation, the
importance of the present problem is obvious.
Although, as already stated, a T-product cannot be written as a product of two or
more T-products, the former differs from the latter by a certain number of"remainder
terms" involving commutators. Contributions of disconnected graphs up to the fifthorder have been examined in this paper using this fact. It is found that, besides giving
exponentiation of connected graphs, disconnected graphs give contributions D which
must be added to the contributions C of the connected graphs. The contributions D arise
from the "remainder terms" and, to the extent the present author has been able to verify,
they get exponentiated in higher-order graphs. These contributions are irrelevant in the
context of Singh's a~ approach. The reasons, as will be explained in § 5, are (i) with
respect to the aGtransformations the parameter s in Singh's theory is irrelevant and (ii)a
remainder term in D arising from a given disconnected graph has at least two operators
less than the graph. It will also become clear in § 5 that the irrelevance of D-terms refers
to ideal Bose gas fixed point as well as one in the case of an interacting assembly.
A brief outline of the paper is as follows: In § 2, the problem is formulated. In § 3
contributions of first-order graphs and second-order connected graphs are written
down. Exponentiation of the former up to second-order is also shown. The discussion
concerning exponentiation of contributions of connected graphs and contributions D
arising from disconnected graphs forms the content of § 4. The paper ends with some
concluding remarks in § 5.

2. Formulation of the problem
The system under consideration is an assembly of spinless, interacting bosons of mass
(m/2) contained in a box volume V. In units such that h = 1, the Hamiltonian of the
system can be written in the form (cf. equation (9) in Singh 1975)
flH = Ho = H ~(q) "I-H F(p) "F h t,

(I)

qZ

flUo
h,=_4_~_ ~,
kt .. k4

t
ak* ak2akaak
6k, +k2,k34.k, ,.

(4)

Here, Uo denotes the interaction constant, and/~ the chemical potential of boson, fl
denotes the inverse of the product of the Boltzman constant k 8 and the absolute
temperature T. p's denote momenta larger than Pc~- t and q's momenta less than Pc( - 1;
Pc is a momentum cut-off large in comparison with boson thermal momentum

:m'~ '/2

31.-1(T) = ~-~]

(5)
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and ( >> 1. The four k's in any term ofh ~can either be all p's, or all q's, or a combination
of p's and q's.
The parameters (s, r, v), defined by

s=flp~/m

r = -m#p72,

v=s

-2

d
flUoPc,

(6)

can be introduced, as in Singh's work, to write

He(q) =

~

s(q2pf 2 + r)a~aq,

(7)

s(p2p~-2 + r)a,ea,,

(8)

X ak'ak2ak'ak't~k'+k2"ka+k'"
* *
kt..k,

(9)

Iqi <p,( -t

HF(p) =

X
[ p l > p,~ - t

s2vpf d
hi =

- 4-V

Here d denotes the dimensionality of the system. As will become clear later (see § 5), the
parameter s plays an important role in the present problem.
The quantity of interest is the grand partition function Z of the system, defined by
Z = Tr e x p ( - Ho).

(10)

Upon treating (He(q) + Hr(p)) as the unperturbed Hamiltonian, and h I as a perturbation, the partition function can be expanded in powers o f h I in the usual manner
(Abrikosov et ai 1963). The Hilbert space of the system can be written as the direct
product

hot~hl,

(11)

where ho denotes the subspace on which aq's act and ht the subspace on which ap's act.
The partition function consequently can be written in the form

Z = Zo TroeXp[- H r(q)] [ l + ,= ( - l ) " ( n , ) - '

×f l dTl.. fl d,.<T{h,(rt)...h,(r.)})],
Z0 = Tr e x p ( - He(p)),

(12)
(13)

h~

h,(¢) = exp{T[He(q)+He(p)]}h,exp{-z[He(q)+HF(p)]}.

(14)

In (12), T denotes the imaginary time ordering operator, and ( . . . . . ) denotes
thermodynamic average calculated with the density matrix exp ( - H r ( p ) ).
The present paper attempts to examine whether contributions of connected graphs
arising from the expansion in (12) get exponentiated by second- and higher-order
disconnected graph contributions. In other words, the aim is to determine whether it is
possible to write
Z = Zo Tr exp ( - He(q) + h(q) + C(q))],

(15)

ho

where h(q) denotes the part of h~corresponding to all the four k's being less than Pc~- t
and C(q) denotes contributions of connected graphs.
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3. First- and second-order graphs

The graphs corresponding to the first-order term in (12) are depicted in figure 1. The
external lines represent low-momentum (1 q I < P , ( - l) boson operators and the internal
lines high-momentum ( I P I >
boson operators. The contribution Fl o f these
graphs is easily written down. One gets

p,(-l)

F l = - f l dz[h(q,z)+tl(q,z)+Ct],

(o)

(b)

(16)

(c)

Figure !. Graphs corresponding to the first-order term in the expansion in (12).

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

Figure 2. Connectedgraphscorrespondingto the second-orderterm in the expansionin (12).

(o)

(b)

C K )(c)O 0
Figure 3. Disconnectedgraphs corresponding to the second-order term in the expansion

in (12).
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tl (q, 3)= ~ KI (s, r)~q(3)aq(z),

(17)

where
q

(18)

Kl(s, r) = s2vf (s, r),
fl (s, r) =

f

ddqd (exps(q 2 + r ) - 1) -1
(2n)

(19)

C1 = ½ VvsZp~f~ (s, r).

(20)

The first, second and third terms in the integrand in (16)correspond to the graphs l(a),
l(b) and l(c), respectively. Graph l(b) has been associated with a numerical factor 4
corresponding to the number of ways in which the external lines can be chosen and the
graph l(c) with a numerical factor 2 corresponding to two possible p-pairings.
The second-order term in (12) gives connected as well as disconnected graphs. The
connected graphs are shown in figure 2, while the disconnected ones are shown in figure
3. Graphs 2(a) and 2(b) give contributions similar to h(q), whereas 2(d) and 2(e) give
contributions similar to H~(q). The contribution of graph 2(c) contains a product of six
operators.
The contribution F(2a) of graph 2(a) can be written in the form
F(2a) = - f l

dzo2(q, 3),

(21)

sZvp~-d 2 1
g,(q, 3 ) = - 4 ( ~ V )

1

y,f0 d+,f: d,2

x~

~, f ~ ( p , ~ l - ~ 2 ) f ~ ( - - p + q l + q 2 ,

rs--.c2)

P q:..q*

f~(ql . . . q+; zl, ~2; z),

(22)

f~ = exp { (eq, + 8,h)'~l -- (e+, + e#,)~2 } 6 q, +q~,q,+,h
A~- l ( q I . .

q+) {Gql(T)aq2(~)aqs(T)Clq+(T)

-}- [aq+(Z)aq,(t),

~#,('c)~q~(z)] 0(3 2 -- TI)}, (23)

f~(p, 3) = - ( T{ap(3)dp(0)} ),

(24)

x(q, . . q,)= f l dzexP{(%

(25)

e~ = s (q 2pf 2 + r).

(26)

The numerical factor 4 in the right side of (22) arises due to two possible p pairings and
the fact that 3 values assigned to two vertices in figure 2a can be interchanged. In writing
(23), the T-product

r
has been broken into a simple product and a commutator term. The factor Z - 1 arises in
the process of writing all the operators at the same T value in order that g2 may appear
like h(q, ~).
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The contributions of other graphs in figure 2 can be similarly written down. The total
contribution F~ of the second-order connected graphs is found to be

Fz

-- fl d'c[g2(q, z) + lz(q, z)+ J2(q, z) + t~(q, r) + Cz],

-If

(27)

dzl2(q,~)= 16 ( s~2 v p : " )2!~ l fo~ d ~ , f l d ~ y~ ~,..~. ~¢(p, ~1- ~ )
:-~( ql "4"qa +
-

-

P, z~ TI)T{Sq,(xl)a,b(zi)
-

~,(~)aq,(~) } ~ , +~,~+~,,

(28)

s2vpTd 2 1
T{~q,(Zl)~q~(Ti)aq~(~t)~q;(z2)aq;(T2)aq,~(z2)}~p,q,+q:_q6,,q: +¢~_¢:

(29)

t2 = ~ Ktq)aq(z)a~tz),

(30)

q

K(q) = -s%2f~ (s, r)f2(s, r)- K2(q),
(s""7

' f:

(31)

f:
PlP2

f~ (P2, zl - z2) ff{Ps +Pl - q , ~l -~1) exp [e~ (zi - t 2 ) ] ,
f2 (s, r) =

ddq
exp [s(q 2 + r)]
(27r)d (exp [s(q 2 + r)] - 1)2'

f

(32)
(33)

4:-~ ~ l q l ~ 1
1 4 2 2
C2 = --~s
v f ~(s, r)f2(s, r)p~ V - ~. K'2(q),

(34)

q

K[(q) = - 1 6 \

dzl

d¢l ~ t ( p l , "cl-~l)
PlPl

x ~(P2, ~1 -T2) f#(pl + P z - q , z2-¢l)exp[e~(zl-T2)].

(35)

While the second and third terms in the integrand in (27), respectively, correspond to
graphs 2(b) and 2(c), the sum of the last two terms correspond to graphs 2(d), 2(e) and
2(f). The numerical factors in the contributions above correspond to the number of
ways in which the external lines can be chosen, different possible p-pairings and the
number of ways in which • values assigned to vertices in a graph can be interchanged,
e.g. the factor 16 in the right side of (28) corresponds to the number ofways in which the
external lines can be chosen.
The contribution of the disconnected graphs of figure 3 is

~.. o d~

d~2 T(q(q, zi)+Cl)'(tl(q, ~)+Cl).

(36)

Upon collecting all the first- and second-order terms, the expression within the
parantheses in (12) becomes
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t'l
1 - J o drl'h(q, z)+ t,(q, z)+Ct + 02(q, r ) + 12(q, ~)+ J2(q, r ) + t2(q, z ) + C 2 ]

,fl

+~..

o dTl

dT2r[(h(q,~l)+tl(q,T~)+Cl)

• (h(q,

~2) + tt (q, ~2) + C~)].

(37)

This expression shows exponentiation of first-order graphs up to second order•
Exponentiation of second-order contributions g2, I2, etc can be seen in third- and
higher-order disconnected graphs only.

4. Third- and higher-order disconnected graphs
A few typical disconnected graphs of the third-order are shown in figure 4. The graph
4(a) will be considered for illustration. One finds
o dr1

F (4a) = 8 ~

dr2

dr3 t'p,
~ ql..q,
~ if(p, zi - z 2 )

f ~ ( - P + ql + q2, ~1 - T2) ~ (Pl, - 6) T { A('cOB(z2)C('ts)}
x 6ql + q2, qs + q,*,

(38)

A = atqa~2,

(39)

B = a,,aq,,

(40)

c = Y.

(41)

q$

To bring (38) into a form which may look like the product of the contributions of the
graphs l(b) and (2a), one can use the identity

T(AI B2C3) = T(AI B2)C3 + R3(C3, Al B2),

(42)

R3(C3, Az B2) = At[C3, B2] (132)+ [C3, A1B2](312)
+ B2[C3, At] (231)+ [C3, B2AI] (321),

(43)

where A1 stands for A (rl), and (ijk) denotes 0(ri - r j ) 0 ( z j - Tk). It can be noted that R3
is, in general, a four-operator term similar to the interaction h(q, T).
Upon using (42) in (38), one gets
F(4a) =

f0f0

R3(z)=

\

dzt

d~'2172(zt)/1 ('¢2) -

4V ]

dr R3(Q.

(44)

PP, ql..q,

X f f ( - - P + q t +q2, rl--Z2)C~t(pl~ - 6 ) R 3 ( r t , z2, z3; z)
x exp[(eq, + eq2)~l - ( e q + % ) z2] iiq, +q:,q,+q.+,

(45)

where Ra (zl, z2, 33; z) is obtained from (43) by replacing A l, B2 and C3 by A (z), B(z) and
C (z), respectively, and dividing the resulting expression by Z (q~ • • • q4) given by (25).
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(o)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. A few typical disconnected graphs corresponding to the third-order term in the
expansion in (12).

(o)

Figure 5. A few typical disconnected graphs corresponding to the fourth-order term in the
expansion in (12).

(o)

Figure 6. A few typical disconnected graphs corresponding to the fifth-order term in the
expansion in 02).

The term containing R3(~) in (44) adds a contribution of order (v 3) to the lowm o m e n t u m interaction h(q, z). The point to note is that this contribution has arisen
from a disconnected graph. As will be seen below, such disconnected graph contributions get exponentiated in higher orders much like the contributions of connected
graphs.
One needs to write the first term in (44) as a T-product to display exponentiation ofg2
and tl in second-order. This is achieved by using the result

T(AI B2) = A1 B2 + [Bz, A1] 0(T2 - ~1)-

(46)
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One is then left with a remainder term
-

dzl

do

dr2[tl(Z2), 02(zl)]0(r2-rl) -- -

oR;(Od~.

(47)

Like Ra (0, R; (0 is a four-operator term which gets added to h (q, 0. It is to be examined
whether R; is also exponentiated in higher orders.
A few typical fourth-order disconnected graphs are shown in figure 5. The
contribution of graph 5(a) is

(",")';'

F(5a) = 2 - - ~ -

o drl..

f:

d z , ~pp'
, q,..a~
~ (~(P, rl--ve)f~(--P+ql+q2, Zx--Ze)

x ff(p', r a - r 4 ) f C ( - p ' + q ' l +q~, ra--r,,)

x T(AI B2A'aB'4)6q, +qe.q,+q,t~q,,+q~,q~+q,.,

(48)

where A' stands for (a~,,aq,) and B' for (aeaq,). The contribution involves the product
T{AxBeA'aB'4}. It is slightly tedious but straightforward to prove the following
identity:

T(AIBeCaD4) = T(A,Be) T(CaD4) + Ra(Ca, AI Be)D4
+ Ra (D4, A 1Be)Ca + R4,

(49)

where Ra's are given by (43) and R,, involves 16 double-commutator terms. One finds
R4 = A l [ D,,, [Ca, Be ] ] (1432) + Be [ D4, [Ca, A, ] ] (2431)
+ A, [Ca, [D4, Be]] (1342) + Be[Ca, [D4, AI ]] (2341)
+ [D4, A ~[Ca, Be ] ] (4132) + [D4, Be [Ca, A 1] ] (4231)
+ [Ca, AI [D,,, B2]] (3142) + [Ca, Be[D4, A , ] ] (3241)
+ A,[D,, [Ca, B2]] (4312)+ Be[D4, [Ca, A l ] ] (4321)
+ A, [Ca, [D4, Be]'] (3412) + Be[Ca, [D,, Az ] ] (3421)
+ [D,,, [Ca, A,]Be] (4312)+ [D4, [Ca, Be]A1-] (4321)
+ [Ca, [D,,, A,-]Be] (3412)+ [Ca, [04, Be]A,-] (3421).

(50)

R,, contains at least four operators (a, a*) less than (AIBeCaD,,). Upon substituting
(49) in (48), one gets
F(5a) = ~.
where

,

dr,

;:

drege(rl)g2(T2)--

f'

dr R,,a(r),

(51)

0

sevp[~ 4

~. ~

if(p, r , - r e ) r g ( - - p + q , +qe, rx-Ze)

PP" qt.,q2

x ~(p', ~3 - r,,)(~( - p' + q'l + q'2, za - z4)
x {R3(A'a, A~B2)B'4+Ra(B'4, A1B2)A'3 +R4}
x 6q, +q~,q~+q6q~+q~,q~+q~.

(52)
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It is evident from (51) that the first term on the right side gives exponentiation of g2 with
itself in second order. The second term does not admit of any such interpretation. It is
clear from (52) that the terms involving R3's can be combined with the six-operator
terms arising from the second-order graph. 2(c) and the third-order connected (or
disconnected) graphs whereas the term involving R,, gives a contribution offourth order
to h(q, ~). It can be noted that on writing the first term of (51) as a T-product of 02 (TI)
and 02(~2), one is left with an additional six-operator term R~,o(T) given by
-

dzR~,,(z) = -~.v

dr1

dz2[0:(r2), 02(~I)]0(~2-zl).

(53)

More interesting is the contribution of graph 5(b). One finds

PP"

qs

. • q'.

x f~(--P+ql +q2, T1 --T2)~(p', -~)T(AIB2Cah,,)
6q, +q~,q~+q6ql + q~.q~+q~,

(54)

where C is defined by (40) and h denotes the four-point vertex of figure la. Upon using
(49) in (54), with the replacement of D4 in the former by h4, one can write
F(5b) =

-;d,dr3dr,0z(rz)

T(q(r3)h(z4))

($2[:Pc"d)4/1
-

8 ~

o

d~t ...

;: dv, ~

~"

w,'q,..¢,

C#(p, zl-r2)

x f~(-P+ql +qz, vl -~2):~(p',-6)
x {Ra(Ca,

AxBz)h,,+Rs(h~, A~Bz)Cs+R'~}

diqs+ q~,~,+ q,6~; +~.q~ +~,

(55)

where R:, is obtained from R,, given by (50) with the replacement of D,, by h,,. It is not
difficult to see that

T(A~ B~Ca) = AI T(BzC3) + [ B2, A~]C30(vz- zx)
+ [C~, A ~ ] B ~ O ( ~ - ~ )
+ [C3, [B2, All ] (321)+ [Bz, [Ca, A , ] ] (231).

(56)

In view of (56), the first term in (55) can be written as follows:
- ~dz2d¢3 dz4 02 (z2) T ( q (z3)h(z4))
= S dzzdT3dr,, { - r(02 (z2)tl (za)h(z4)) + ['tl (~3), if2 (22)] h(¢4)0('c3 - r2)
+ [h(z,,), O2(¢2)]t,(ra)O(z4 - ~2) + R'4v(z2, T3, ~,,) },

(57)

R'4v(z2, za, ~,) = [h(z,), [tl(za), 92(z2)]] (432)
+ [tl(ra), [h(z4), g2(~2)]] (342).

(58)

The first term in (57) represents exponentiation of (Oz, q, h) in third order. The second
term corresponds to the exponentiation in second order ofh and R~ (cf. (47)); a similar
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interpretation holds for the third term in (57). The double commutators generated by
writing the second and third terms as T-products, together with Rib, constitute a sixoperator term to be added to the six-operator terms mentioned above.
The second term of (55) corresponds tO exponentiation of R3 (cf. (45)) and h and a
similar interpretation holds for the third term. One thus concludes that the remainder
terms R3 and R] defined in connection with the third-order graph 4(a), get properly
exponentiated in fourth-order graphs. The last term in (55), which involves RL
corresponds to a six-operator term to be added to the six-operator terms alluded to
above.
To obtain further confirmation for the exponentiation of the remainder terms (R3,
R~), (R4o, R~,o) etc., the fifth-order disconnected graphs shown in figure 6 has been
examined. The contribution of graph 6(a) is

F(6a) = 8\--~ff---}

d'r,.,

dzs Z

Z ~(P, "c,-z2)

pu'p'" q~ ..qg

x f~(--P+ql +q2, T l - ~2) rS(p ', z a - z,,)
x f~(--P'+q'l +q~, T3--~4) r~(p ", --6)
x T(AI BzA'aB',,Cs)6q, +q2,q~+q,6q;+q~,q~+~:,.

(59)

The contribution involves the T-product T(A~BeA'aB'4Cs). By a procedure similar to
that leading to (49), one obtains the identity

T(A 1B2C3 D4 E5) = T(A 1BeCs D,,)Es + Rs (Es, A 1B2) T(Ca D4)
+ Ra(Es, CAD,,) T(AI B2) + Rs,

(60)

where R5, like R, earlier, contains double commutators. Upon using (49), the first term
in (60) in this case can be written as

T(A l B2A'3 B'4) Cs = T(A 1B2) T(A'aB'4)Cs
+ {R3(A~,

AIB2)B'4+Ra(B~, AIB2)A'a+R4}Cs.
(61)

The contribution of graph 6(a) corresponding to the firstterm in (60) accordingly
becomes

- ½fdz, dz2dz3 g2(zl)02(z2)ti (T3)
-

(",")'f' f:

2 ~

o

d~,

..

dTs

x f~(p, "cI --zz)c~(--p+qld-q2,

~. ~,..q'.
~,
pr
zl--'r2)

x f~(p', za--z4)f~(--p'+q'l +q'z, z3--~4)
x {R3(A3, AtB2)B'4 + R3(B~,, al B2)A~ + R4}tl (Ts)
x 6 q,+q~,q,+q.6~;+~,,q,+~,.

(62)

The simple product (g2g2t~) in (62) can be converted into a T-product by using the
identity
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-- g 2 ( T l ) g 2 ( ' f 2 ) t l ( r 3 )

= --

T(g2(Tt)g2(T2)t! (T3))

"Jr- ['g2(T2), g 2 ( T l ) ] t l

( T 3 ) 0 ( T 2 -- f l )

+ a2(~l)[tl (~3), gz(T2)] 0(T3 - ~2)
-{- g 2 ( T 2 ) [ t l ( T 3 ) ,

g2(TI)]0(T3

-- TI)

+ R~o(~I, T2, T3),

(63)

Rgo(~l, T2, ~3) = [l-tl(z3), g2(¢2)'1, g2(Tl)] (321)
+ [[t1(¢3), g2(~i)], g2(~2)]] (312).

(64)

Besides the exponentiation of (g2, g2, tl) in third-order, the expression (62) thus
represents exponentiation of the remainders R,~ and R~,oof the graph 5(a) with tt, and
of R~ with g2. The second and third terms together in (60) correspond to exponentiation
of R3 with g2.
It is evidently not possible to extend calculations of the above type to disconnected
graphs of arbitrary order. To establish an identity of the type (60) for six operators, for
example, requires handling 720 permutations. The results obtained above, however,
suggest that (12) is equivalent to
Z = Zo Tr e x p [ - (Hr(q) + h(q) + C(q) + D(q))],

(65)

ho

where C(q) denotes the contribution of all connected graphs and
D(q) = ( Rs(q) + R'3(q)) + ( R4(q) + R'4(q)) + . . . .

(66)

denotes the contribution from the remainder terms of the disconnected graphs.

5. Concluding remarks
The analysis of the previous sections leads one to the fact that the present system can be
described by the effective, low-momentum Hamiltonian (Hr(q) + h(q) + C(q) + D(q)).
It may be noted that the contributions D(q) eventually become unimportant when this
Hamiltonian is used for RGtheoretic discussion of the critical behaviour of the system.
The reason is that with respect to the RG transformation the parameter s is irrelevant
which enables one to replace Bose distribution factor (exp s(q 2 + r ) - 1)-1, associated
with an internal line, by (s(q 2 + r))- t (Singh 1975, 1976, 1978). Remembering that each
vertex carries a factor s 2, it is easy to check that a connected or disconnected graph with
2n external operators carries a factor s~. Since from the preceding section it is clear that a
remainder term in D(q) arising from a given disconnected graph has at least two
operators less than the graph, it follows that a 2 ( n - 1) operator term in D(q) is
associated with a factor s" (or a higher power of s) and hence can be ignored in
comparison with the contribution of the connected graphs having 2(n - 1) operators.
The irrelevance of D(q), as already stated in § 1, refers to both ideal and interacting
Bose gas fixed points. The reason is that the parameter s is not only irrelevant in the case
of an interacting Bose gas (see Singh 1975, 1976, 1978), it is also irrelevant in the ideal
Bose gas case (see Singh 1980). It was shown by Singh, in the references cited above, how
scaling behaviour arose as a consequence of the irrelevant nature of s. One now finds
that the same property helps to restore the connected-graph theorem (Abrikosov et al
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1963), when one takes only a partial trace of the density matrix, after a large number of
renormalizations.
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